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About Us

The Centre for Competition Law and Economics of the Department of Economics at Stellenbosch Uni-
versity promotes research and teaching related to competition policy in South Africa and beyond. The
CCLE team consists of economics and legal faculty, doctoral students, post-doctoral fellows, student
and part-time researchers and academic associates from across the globe.

Call for Working Papers

Dissemination of research is one of the CCLE’s key objectives. High quality research depends on its
wide dissemination and, in turn, a critical audience. To promote critical discourse, the CCLE hosts its
peer-reviewedWorking Paper Series. Hence, the CCLE calls on all competition law and economics prac-
titioners and scholars to submit theirworking papers for review and publication in this series. Proposed
papers on all areas of competition policy, law and economics are invited.

Successful applicants may also benefit from the opportunity to present and hone their work at one of
the CCLE’s Seminar meetings. Online seminars are hosted bi-weekly and are attended by a wide array
of local and international researchers and practitioners.

Instructions for Authors

These instructions will ensure that your manuscript can move through the CCLE’s rapid peer-review
system as quickly and smoothly as possible.

To this end, the CCLE also follows an open formatting policy according to which authors may adopt
any professional formatting, typesetting, and referencing of their choosing, provided that is consistent
throughout themanuscript. Upon publication, the administrators of theworking paper series will attach
a uniform cover page with all of the relevant details to your manuscript.

Submissions and any related queries should be directed to Wihan Marais at wihanmarais@sun.ac.za. In
the submission email, the subject line should start with “CCLE WPS”. This email should include the
candidate manuscript, author(s) contact details and affiliations, details required by funding and grant-
awarding bodies, and an abstract not exceeding 250words. A typical working paper for this series should
be 6000-9000 words (including references).

We look forward to your submissions.
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